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Abstract: Design for Sustainability is not the panacea we hoped it would be when it was first introduced
in the latter part of the 20th century. Today, the health of both our environment and our societies is at
a critical state, a breaking point, with piecemeal solutions offered as social-media-friendly rallying
points, such as the European Parliament approved ban on single-use plastics, whilst fundamental,
and arguably less ‘exciting’, issues such as loss of biodiversity, overpopulation, and climate change
are shuffled to the back. It can be argued, however, that the awareness of the concept of sustainability
and the need to reduce the negative human impact upon the environment and society has grown
significantly and, consequently, has moved up the global agenda; this is evidenced by the 2015 United
Nations Climate Change Conference. However, it is also clear that the role of Design for Sustainability
within this agenda is not providing the solutions necessary to manifest the level of change required.
Traditional approaches are not working. This Special Issue of Sustainability seeks to readdress this
with eight papers that push the frontier of what Design for Sustainability could be—and possibly
must be—across the broad spectrum of design disciplines.
Keywords: design for sustainability; radical change; future trends; speculative design; alternative
design models and strategies

1. Introduction
In 2019 the Bramble Cay melomys (Melomys rubicola) was formally declared by the Australian
Minister for the Environment to be extinct [1,2]. Prior to its extirpation this relatively large mouse
lived on a low-lying cay the size of approximately five international rugby pitches, in the straits
between the northern tip of Australia and Papua New Guinea. Following repeated episodes of ocean
inundation, due to both a rise in sea-levels and an increase in extreme weather events, the total
vegetated area of this small island was reduced to 0.0065 ha (just under a quarter of the size of a
tennis court) [1,3,4]. Either due to the dramatic devastation of habitat from saltwater or the severity of
storm activity, which may have literally washed them off the face of the Earth, this rodent species is
the first documented mammalian extinction due primarily to human-induced climate change [3,5].
The Bramble Cay melomys, therefore, is the first anthropogenic victim not of tomorrow but of today,
dispelling any notion that climate change is a threat for (the cliché and always conveniently over the
horizon) ‘future generations’ to suffer and deal with. A threat can be defined as a state of intention to
cause damage; we are already past that point and need to start acting accordingly.
The sorry decline of the Bramble Cay melomys serves as a poignant demonstration of our
accelerating trajectory towards, and in some cases already exceeding, several planetary boundaries [6,7].
The socio-economic systems in which we are living and are inextricably tangled in are both globally
pervasive and perverse [8,9], but climate change is only one sign of the ongoing abuse resulting in heat
waves and droughts, heavy precipitation events, and a rapid decrease of ice sheet mass which in turn
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is raising sea levels [10–12]. Other signs of this negative hegemonic relationship include the significant
rate of biodiversity loss (the extinction rate) and damage to the nitrogen cycle, which may result in
irreversible changes to ecosystems but also a decline in food production resilience (e.g., crops capable
to withstand changing environmental conditions, or pollinating animal species) [12–14]. Whether it
started 50,000 years before the present with near global megafauna extinction due to hunting, or since
the 1960s with an exponential rise in human produced chemical compounds (such as plastic), there is
also a growing consensus that the impact of human activity upon the Earth has been of such a rate of
acceleration, scale, and impact that we have even moved into a new geological epoch—The ‘Age of
Humans’, or the Anthropocene [6,15]; not a title we should be proud of.
But whilst it is worth briefly reminding ourselves of the climate change discourse (although there
is a growing trend towards ‘climate crisis’ (e.g., The Guardian’s explicit change in language [16])
and/or ‘climate emergency’ (e.g., as declared by the Parliament of the United Kingdom [17]) as a
framing that envelopes also the urgency of the issues) the bottom line is not new or surprising,
although perhaps the true(r) extent of the impact and damage is only more recently being fully reported
and contextualized (for example, the recent global assessment report on biodiversity and ecosystem
services [13]). The ‘Brundtland Report’ [18], the United Nations commissioned report held as the key
definer of ‘sustainable development’, is now over 30 years old (although the green movement itself has
even earlier origins [19]). Within its pages the report is explicit in its call for action, stating,
“ . . . not only do vastly increased human numbers and their activities have [the power to radically
alter planetary systems], but major, unintended changes are occurring in the atmosphere, in soils, in
waters, among plants and animals, and in the relationships among all of these . . . We are unanimous
in our conviction that the security, well-being, and very survival of the planet depend on [social and
economic] changes, now.” (p. 37, [18])
2. New Direction for Design
Three decades ago the line in the sand was drawn, and ‘common endeavours’ were proposed, yet
whilst the definition of sustainable development has been tweaked, refined, expanded, and rebranded
towards a more complex and nuanced dynamic systems model with a balanced focus on both
environmental and societal prosperity [20,21], response in terms of operationalization, in particular
from the design discipline, has arguably had limited positive impact.
The argument here is not that design as a discipline has not developed in response to critical issues
and attempts made to correct the course. The work of Papanek (see: Design for the Real World: Human
Ecology and Social Change [22]) did much to drive the concept of designers as socially and ecologically
intelligent professionals, which in turn led to more ethical Design for Sustainability approaches to
production and consumption [19]. These approaches are typically depicted as a continuum from
product level green design and eco-design through to socio-technical system level transition design [20].
The issue here is that despite designers becoming increasingly aware of their role [23] and its expanding
remit to solve complex problems through responsible design (from new physical/digital product
development through to service and systems design for a sustainable now or a sustainable future),
the level of change required has simply not come to pass. As part of this Special Issue Hernandez
in his paper Sustainable Product-Service Systems and Circular Economies [24] explores the reasons why
Sustainable Product-Service Systems in particular, have not been implemented despite providing a
useful approach towards realising significant reductions in resource consumption. He identifies that
Circular Economies can provide the necessary framework to enable this implementation and proposes
combining the two approaches in order that change can start to happen within design.
Recent projections suggest that even if all signed governments achieved their legally binding
commitments to the Paris Climate Change Agreement [25] global warming will still hit 3.3 ◦ C by
2100 [26], which will have disastrous global consequences [27]. As global citizens we are not on target
to achieve this, as responsible global designers we have not been the required facilitators to realise
this. To be clear, we are not naively suggesting that this is the sole responsibility of design as the silver
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bullet that can solve all of the afore mentioned issues, but design certainly has a stronger role to play in
tandem and/or in parallel with other socially impacting (even manipulating) fora such as systems of
politics and economy.
Exploring alternative directions within this Special Issue, Li et al. in their paper A Design
Thinking-Based Study of the Prospect of the Sustainable Development of Traditional Handicrafts [28] assess
the sustainable value of traditional handicraft design and identified four dimensions ‘material and
innovative value’, ‘handicraft and cultural value’, ‘empirical and local value’, and ‘sharing and
interactive value’. They found that culture accounts for a large proportion of the sustainable value of
handicraft products and consider that sustainable design strengthens the coordinating force among
humans, objects, and the environment in the dimension of value. The other key paper related to
this within this Special Issue is by Corsini and Moultrie, titled Design for Social Sustainability: Using
Digital Fabrication in the Humanitarian and Development Sector [29], which focuses on social issues
within Design for Sustainability and specifically how digital fabrication can be used to realise this
within a humanitarian context. They argue that the lack of focus on social issues within Design
for Sustainability is limiting sustainable development in the humanitarian and development sector
and their paper investigates the ways in which designers can practically apply Design for Social
Sustainability (DfSS). Their DfSS framework is specifically applied within projects using digital
fabrication in the humanitarian/development sector (DF4D) and demonstrates how digital fabrication
can support socially sustainable outcomes.
Gaziulusoy and Öztekin’s Special Issue paper, Design for Sustainability Transitions: Origins, Attitudes
and Future Directions [30], takes the concept further by looking at Design for Sustainability transitions
(DfST). They demonstrate that the emergence of the concept dates back to the late 1990s, however,
there is now a significant diversity of theories influencing theoretical development and practice which
indicates a lack of alignment and unification in theoretical foundations. DfST draws on theories of
sustainability science, systems innovations and socio-technical transitions theories, social practice
theory, post-normal science, complex adaptive systems theory, product-service systems, futures studies,
strategic niche management, needs theory, social psychology, indigenous knowledge, holism, Goethean
science and alternative economies. The preliminary practice and real-world applications of this
emerging field will provide empirical inputs to the theoretical developments and help develop tools
and methodologies.
Traditional directions, put bluntly, have not worked and that therefore is the value in exploring
new directions such as those presented within this Special Issue.
3. Redefining Design for Sustainability
Other than the urgency of the dire issues outlined above, why is now the right time to have
a Special Issue on Sustainability that seeks to push the frontier of what Design for Sustainability
could be—and needs to be—across the broad spectrum of design disciplines; including product
design, user experience design, service design etc.? From our perspective, the consequences of the
limited impact of design and its failure to provide both the required direction and leadership is being
compounded by the role of media in its presentation of planetary issues, and the accompanying rise of
the antiscience movement.
Particularly within the Global North, the perception of authentic and ‘real’ nature is a mediated
and groomed experience [31]. Our sensorial connections with the environment within the everyday,
such as gardens or parks for example, are a curated vignette which simulates the experience of ‘the
great outdoors’. Trees are planted in neat rows; grass is mechanically shortened; and plants that are
designated as out of place—weeds—need to be removed, all to maintain and police a cultural idea
of aesthetic harmony within our square plot of the ‘natural’ world. Nature artificial is to an extent
shielding us against the cause and effect of our actions on nature real. We do not see the Antarctica ice
sheets melting and coral reefs dying, we do not see large scale Brazilian deforestation and the impact
upon flora that has not even been named yet, and we did not see the death of the Bramble Cay melomys.
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Therefore, whilst some are more attuned to decaying planetary conditions within their local environs,
for example recognising the increasing frequency and severity of heatwaves as abnormal [32] or have
noted a decline in bumble bee abundance [33]; for the rest without direct access to such environmental
realities or scientific fact the message becomes communicated and translated through other media,
such as the television, the internet, and social media platforms. As part of this Special Issue, Gatto and
McCardle in their paper Multispecies Design and Ethnographic Practice: Following Other-Than-Humans as
a Mode of Exploring Environmental Issues [34] take the position that by engaging with other-than-human
viewpoints, here building upon post-humanist and ecosophy theories and the ethnographic method of
‘following the plant’, the focus of sustainable design intent can be de-centralised away from the human
towards multispecies participants. The value of this, they argue, is that environmental concerns can be
intelligently probed and explicitly considered without an assumed position of human privilege and
associated capitalist needs. Within this approach, nature artificial is circumvented through improved
engagement and situated experiences with nature.
Without such approaches these curated visions could lead to the condition of hyperreality [35],
where the collective repetition of images and messages distorts and overpowers our perception of
reality. Digital reality replaces actual lived sensorial reality, with the narrative becoming mediated by
human actors with an agenda. In the context of climate change, at best these agendas can lead to a
selected narrative with benevolent intent. For example, the BBC’s Blue Planet series [36] attempts in
one episode to create an emotive connection between the viewer, plastic waste (and microplastics) in
the ocean and its impact on marine life:
“A mother [short-finned pilot whale] is holding her newborn young. It’s dead. She is reluctant
to let it go and has been carrying it around for many days. In top predators like these, industrial
chemicals can build up to lethal levels...and plastic could be part of the problem.”
This documentary has in turn led to a surge in public awareness in the UK and Europe leading to
calls for a reduction in plastic waste. Even the First Vice-President of the European Commission, Frans
Timmermans, has more than once referenced the significance of Blue Planet in relation to impacting
public opinion, one of the driving factors leading to the European Commissions ‘Single-Use Plastics
Directive’ [37–39]. This directive outright bans selected single-use plastic products for which an
alternative exists, in effect taking away our toys because we cannot play (or design) nicely. However,
the Blue Planet is not a statement of irrefutable scientific fact (e.g., we do not know what actually
killed the calf) and only represents a single perspective within academic debate for which a number
of counter arguments exist (for example the threat reality versus threat perception debate between
Burton [40] and Kramm et al. [41]). The statement made by the television show was that plastic waste
is ‘bad’, a result of human action and is easily avoidable, this is all true, however, the message is out of
context and not presented or scaled in relation to other more significant issues. Therefore, the resulting
hyperreality has become a cloak to the primary threats to ocean stability, such as climate change and
overfishing [42]. This could lead to individuals believing that not using a plastic straw is important for
saving the planet, but it is not, it is just a simple and easy to achieve act for societal approval (i.e., ‘doing
my bit to help’) that requires negligible mental or financial investment. Not without further corrective
action across all areas of human activity can a significant change actually be realised. Shin and Bull in
their paper Three Dimensions of Design for Sustainable Behaviour [43] point towards Design for Sustainable
Behaviour (DfSB) as an emergent domain within sustainable design theory and practice through which
individual, behaviourally driven action could be moderated by applied design intervention. Through
the three identified dimensions of DfSB strategies (information, motivation, and empowerment), not
only could values and actions that impact upon the environment be dissected and better understood
by the designer, but pro-active design attempts could be made to correct or build upon these ‘rational’
actions towards more substantial and more appropriate cumulative endeavour. Actions which will be
slightly less comfortable and gratifying than buying a movie-of-the-day emblazoned ‘bag-for-life’ (a
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paradoxical artefact in and of itself) will be required and DfSB, as presented by Shin and Bull within
this Special Issue, may be one approach through which this change could be negotiated.
However, without check or correction, and perhaps more importantly, an associated ethical
bounding, the artificial narrative could also be used to purposely circumvent the truth, creating a
malignant collective hyperreality to persuade action towards an individual’s benefit. Through the
presentation of ‘alternative facts’, selected omission, fabricated ‘fake news’, and repeated antiscience
rhetoric [44,45], this combination of misinformation and disinformation can create new norms and
perceptions; a form of Design for Unsustainable Behaviour. In 2017, little over half of Americans
believed that global warming was being caused by human action (56%) [46]. This can be attributed
to an alignment with the identify of a political party, rather than an underlying political ideology.
In other words, ‘I believe this to be true, because I identify as a member of x party, and x party holds this
to be true’, as opposed to ‘I believe this to be true, because I identify with y social ideas, and y social ideas
hold this to be true’. Driven by party rhetoric, and not independent reasoning, it is not surprising that
only 40% of Conservative Republicans in 2017 believed that global warming was happening at all,
compared to 97% of Liberal Democrats [46–48]. This is perhaps even less surprising given that the
Senator who gave a speech to the senate stating that global warming is “the greatest hoax ever perpetrated
on the American people”, the eight year Bush administration that regularly described the “uncertainty” of
climate change and the dismissive call for “sound science”, and more recently the 45th President of the
United States Donald Trump claiming that climate change was “created by and for the Chinese in order to
make U.S. manufacturing non-competitive”, are all Republican [49,50]. For one form of economic motive
or another, anthropogenic climate change denial from those in power has reinforced, mainstreamed,
and legitimised the hyperreal narrative that climate change is a fabrication based on, and quoting
Trump again, “faulty science and manipulated data” [50].
In Dutta’s paper, Design Engagements at the Margins of the Global South: De-Centering the “Expert”
Within Me [51], he reflects upon his own design research practice, coming from the Global North,
and his engagement with rural communities situated in eastern India, part of the Global South. In this
Special Issue paper, Dutta shares his reflections and experiential learnings to support design scholars
from the Global North in future engagements within the Global South, promoting self de-constructive
reflection and respectful co-creation, moving towards the self-organisation of indigenous participants
and communities. One could also argue in the context of hyperreality, and the ubiquitous bombardment
of false information, that this approach could also offer value in a Global North to Global North context
as a means of reawakening to the natural world around us. Complementing this approach, Hakio and
Mattelmäki in their Special Issue paper Future Skills of Design for Sustainability: An Awareness-Based
Co-Creation Approach [52], discuss awareness-based competencies and the concept of the invisible inner
dimension of sustainability. Once we have intelligently recognised and engaged with both our internal
(from the perspective of the self) and external (from the perspective of the whole) interconnectedness
within a situated experience, we can become holistically transformed; in turn a powerful catalyst
towards larger scale co-created change, and a key future skill for design for sustainability practitioners.
By challenging one’s own knowledge construction and through an actioned process of situated
experience, awareness, and reflection, we are presented with complimenting approaches and methods
through which reality could be truly understood and even relearned; false narratives and deleterious
intent can be challenged and alternatives explored in collaboration with others.
4. The Future of Design for Sustainability
So, where does this leave design when the objective scientific truth is obfuscated, and the hyperreal
becomes the new norm which in turn alters social meaning and pressure, leading to significant shifts in
political agenda and resulting action? In short, design needs to be separated from being a reactionary
knee-jerk to manipulated visions and needs to lead from the front based on what needs to be done.
The main aim of this Special Issue is, therefore, to explore more fundamental changes in direction, and
to be a call towards being less incremental and passive, especially when interacting with economic and
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political systems (which all design does to some extent). Traditional myopic approaches are now part
of the problem, helping to reinforce the agenda of the hyperreal narratives, and are not part of the
solution. In the words of Victor Papanek [22], “Design, if it is to be ecologically responsible and socially
responsive, must be revolutionary and radical in the truest sense”. Within this Special Issue we present eight
papers that we believe will realign (and relight) Design for Sustainability towards the right direction.
The Special Issue editors would like to thank the authors of the papers within this Special Issue
for their valuable contributions, as well as the reviewers for their time and expertise. Finally, we look
forward to the critical debate that this Special Issue brings with it, because, and let us be honest here,
Design for Sustainability needs a new agenda.
Author Contributions: The Special Issue The Future of Design for Sustainability and this accompanying editorial
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the manuscript.
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